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Light is the key to success
Lighting solutions
for industry
Professional lighting tools deliver added productivity, safety and efficiency
across the entire facility. Light is OSRAM

Lighting Solutions for all Industrial Applications

Light and more.
Solutions for all industrial applications.
The right lighting enhances competitiveness, safety in the workplace,
and working comfort

Dimensions of light quality

People spend 90 % of their
time in buildings, often with
artificial lighting.

From warehouse to production to parking lot. From cold storage to joinery to metalworking.
From assembly to visual inspection to machining. There is scarcely any area with such a
diverse range of scenarios, activities, and spatial situations as industry.

80 % of all information we
perceive is through our
eyes.

Yet all of these aspects have one thing in common: people, their well-being, and their
productivity. These aspects depend critically on one factor: light as a key ingredient for
success – the right light, at the right time, in the right place. And if possible at competitive
prices and operating costs. OSRAM’s industry portfolio offers customers in industry
solutions for all of these questions – with light and technology that goes beyond lighting too.

Up to 70 % of the electrical
energy costs in a logistics
hall can be attributed to
light.

From individual luminaires to turnkey lighting solutions – including light management
systems, services, financing, and more.
For industrial designers, investors, and other decision makers, light makes up a large
proportion* of the operating costs in the industrial sector. Yet it influences almost 100 %
of all production processes.

* Dependent on use.
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#Motivation
through user-centric lighting

Success factor for production halls

Lighting Solutions for Production Halls

Motivation as a success factor.
Gain a competitive edge.

Increased lighting intensity means people can work in a more concentrated way, tire less
quickly, make fewer errors, and detect errors more precisely. And what makes life more
pleasant for the individual, is more lucrative overall for the company. That’s because, when
extrapolated to the entire workforce, the enhanced motivation through light becomes a
valuable asset and competitive advantage.
The objective of Human Centric Lighting (HCL) design concepts lies precisely in this
significant improvement in the lighting situation for enhanced well-being and productivity
at the workplace as well as optimized synchronization with the outdoor environment.

Linde Gases – Marl

More light, more productivity
Cutting

Drilling

Sawing

The right angle is critical, HCL design approach

Stripping insulation

Punching

Source: TU Ilmenau, “Nutzen einer besseren Beleuchtung”.

Increase in performance as %
Kirow steelworks – Leipzig

4000 K
Ev 500 lx

0° to ~30°
ineffective
~30° to ~45°
not so good

6500 K
Ev 300 lx

150

VW – Wolfsburg

Facets of Human
Centric Lighting:
—— The more complex the
task, the greater the
influence of lighting on
productivity
—— HCL design concepts
lead to increases in
profitability compared
with traditional LED
lighting solutions*

45° to ~90°
good [acv optimal]

140
130
120

90° to ~180°
not desired
(risk of glare)

110
100
100

200

300

400

500

Lighting intensity in lux

600
* A.T. Kearney, “From barriers to measures” 2014.

Activities:

Applications:

Planning aspects:

Product recommendation:

—— Precision through to large-scale
assembly work
—— Quality control

—— Automobile industry:
press plants, car body construction,
final assembly and quality control
—— Metal and electrical industry
—— Foodstuffs industry
—— Chemical / plastics industry
—— Transportation industry
—— Timber industry
—— Skilled trade and craft sector

—— A healthy balance between horizontal
and vertical lighting intensity for shadow-free
illumination of work areas
—— Indirect proportions of light for ceiling illumination
and effective HCL lighting solutions
—— Good glare reduction and contrast rendition for
detection of details
—— Background high-bay lighting combined with
workplace / machine-related lighting

—— Modario PM
Background high-bay lighting, workplacerelated lighting and assembly lines, LPH 3–10 m
—— LS160 High Bay
Background high-bay lighting, LPH 5–20 m

Modario PM
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LS160 High Bay
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#Safety

through cutting-edge
lighting systems
Success factor for warehouses
and logistics
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Lighting Solutions for Storage Facilities

Safety as a success factor.
Work reliably without dark sides.

BMW logistics hall – Dingolfing

Havi Logistics – Neu Wulmstorf

The topic of work safety remains a challenge for the entire industry – the overall number
of work-related accidents even increased again slightly in 2016. Lighting offers enormous
potential to increase safety, with the warehouse and logistics areas offering the best
examples of this.

Ambient
temperature and
rated lamp lifetime

The functional safety of the lighting “hardware” itself is one key aspect in this regard:
industrial lighting solutions are characterized by reliable functionality and an especially
long life. They have to withstand demanding conditions such as mechanical load, high / low
ambient temperatures, dust and humidity, as well as chemical exposure. Another aspect
in this regard is safety lighting, which comes into effect following a power failure.

Chemical resistance

D

Fire endangered
areas
Type of protection

Optimum light is a guarantee of safety. Spatial conditions can often be confined in the
warehouse and logistics sector in particular, owing to narrow traffic areas and high shelves.
Uniform illumination, high vertical lighting intensity, and good glare reduction are therefore
important factors for ensuring good detection.

Impact resistance

More light is better – Study by TU Illmenau
Source: TU Ilmenau, “Nutzen einer besseren Beleuchtung” 1996.
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Lighting intensity classes in lux

Activities:

Applications:

Planning aspects:

Product recommendation:

—— Maneuvering with forklifts
—— Identifying stock with reading tasks
—— Rapid orientation

—— High-bay warehouse
—— Logistics
—— Refrigeration area

—— High vertical lighting intensity for the best
possible visibility of stock from all viewing
directions
—— Mix of diffused and directional light distribution for the
best possible contrast rendition and legibility of labels
—— Use of LED luminaires with higher protection rates and
high rated lamp lifetime for low-maintenance lighting
solutions

—— Modario PS, Modario PS IP64
wide, narrow, and extremely narrow beam,
LPH 3–20 m
—— Compact High Bay
narrow and wide beam, LPH 5–20 m

Modario PS
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Compact High Bay
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#Profitability
through highly efficient
lighting installations

Success factor for car parks
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Lighting Solutions for Parking Lots

Profitability as a success factor.
Refurbishment options on a grand scale.

LED technology improves energy efficiency considerably in large-scale car parks and
parking zones with many lighting points. This means shorter pay-back periods and
significantly lower ongoing operating costs. And: its use also increases the lighting quality –
higher vertical and cylindrical lighting intensity means better detection. In terms of overall
costs in general then, a refurbishment project with LED luminaires often pays off after
just two to three years – not to mention additional benefits such as enhanced safety and
optimized maintenance.
Siemens-Headquarter – Munich

Profitability can be increased even further using sensor-based systems. They create
additional potential to save energy since the lighting is only activated when needed –
when people are in the car park and cars are moving.

How to lower your
parking facility’s TCO:
—— Lighting accounts for
the highest percentage
of operating costs for
a car park.
—— Refurbishing the lighting
system allows operating
costs to be reduced by
up to 60 percent.
—— This figure can be
increased to 80 percent
with a demand-driven
light management
system.

Car park refurbishment project, Compact Monsun parking pro TCO –
TCO 14 years of use

Operating costs in €

TCO comparative calculation for payback period

Damp-proof luminaire 1 x 58 W LLCG
Compact Monsun parking pro

Operating
cost savings

Payback on
new system

0
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Bavaria car park – Munich

VW – Baunatal

Activities:

Applications:

Planning aspects:

Product recommendation:

—— Good visibility of people and vehicles
—— Safe, rapid orientation

—— Public and workplace-related car park
buildings
—— Roadways, parking areas / spaces
—— Cashier areas, approach / exit areas, footpaths

—— Demand-driven light management
solutions for optimizing operating costs
—— Luminaires with excellent luminous flux / lifespan
performance L90/B50 and luminaire efficacy (lm/W)
for rapid amortisation and optimum TCOs

—— Compact Monsun parking
with integrated HF sensor as DALI or
wireless LIGHTIFY Pro variant, LPH 2–10 m

Compact Monsun
parking with
integrated HF sensor
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#Networking
through intelligent
light management

Success factor for smart lighting
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Control Solutions for the Industry

Networking as a success factor.
The new backbone of the smart factory
is emerging.
A light management system encompasses lighting control, efficient energy management,
and networking of all relevant objects: control elements, control units, daylight and motion
sensors as well as electronic ballasts in the LED luminaires. The result is optimized
operating costs and real-time monitoring of the system status.
OSRAM and its partners offer a variety of smart light management systems to meet your
individual needs. Solutions have already been developed in collaboration with partners in
the area of the smart factory – for example such as digital data management, predictive
maintenance, cloud integration, and much more.
When and how extensively you are networked is a decision for you alone: with extensible
functionalities and a modular lighting network with open standards, you have all the
options – now and in the future.

Networked lighting graphic
IoT, Industry
4.0 Cloud
Compatible with popular building
automation systems such as
Wago, Beckhoff, or KNX

Compact Monsun
parking LIGHTIFY
with HF sensor

Modario PM

Modario HF or PIR
sensor or standalone

LS160 high-bay luminaire

Energy-saving functions:

Applications:

Planning aspects:

Product recommendation:

—— 20 % savings potential with
luminous flux adjustments
—— 50 % savings potential with
motion detection
—— 70 % savings potential with
daylight usage

—— Production
—— Warehouse / logistics
—— Car parks
—— Administration / office

—— Demand-driven light management solutions
for optimized operating costs
—— Flexible solutions from area and building-wide
solutions with IoT and cloud integration
—— Status monitoring, power consumption recording, and
predictive maintenance for optimum transparency

—— Modario sensor module
—— e:cue SYMPL Controller
—— e:cue SYMPHOLIGHT

Modario
sensor module

20

e:cue SYMPL

Global data analysis
optionally

High Bay
high-bay
luminaire

e:cue
SYMPHOLIGHT
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Control Solutions for the Industry

Smart controls for
enhanced efficiency.

Well-being and concentration, productivity and safety – diverse requirements in production
and logistics, in showrooms and offices demand tailored lighting solutions. Choosing the
right light management system and the energy savings this brings always depends on the
respective usage profile of the particular application.
Alongside daylight usage, sensor technology is gaining ever-increasing importance.
Yet this technology alone will not exploit the potential energy savings. An efficient
overall system can only be achieved through a combination of high-quality sensors
and professional control technology together with specifically designed luminaires.
BMW logistics hall – Dingolfing

Zalando pick tower – Erfurt

Individual utilisation with simple operation: efficient light management is the basis for
low operating costs and simultaneously high quality of light. System components that
build successively on one another furthermore allow uncomplicated assembly without
significant programming being required.

Luminous flux adjustment 1)

Motion detection 2)

Presence and daylight 3)

20%

70%

50%

Designations according to the Energy
Saving Ordinance (EnEV) / DIN V 18599-4:
1)

Constant luminous flux control

2)

Presence detector

3)

Daylight dependent control

Luminous flux adjustment1)

Motion detection 2)

Daylight (and motion) 3)

Product recommendation:

Starting situation:
—— Continuous use of areas
—— No daylight level

Starting situation:
—— Occasional use of areas
—— No daylight level

Starting situation:
—— Occasional use of areas
—— Daylight level

—— Modario sensor module
—— e:cue SYMPL Controller
—— e:cue SYMPHOLIGHT

Savings potential dependent on maintenance factor

Savings potential can be measured with data logger
depending on usage profile

Savings potential can be measured with data logger
depending on daylight level

Modario
sensor module
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e:cue SYMPL

e:cue
SYMPHOLIGHT
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Attractive
light
for working productively

Success factor for office lighting
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Lighting Solutions for Office Complexes

Office lighting.
The right lighting is a key team player.

A pleasant and productive working environment that meets the
individual needs of employees – that is what is demanded of modern
office and administration buildings today. The lighting is therefore an
integral part of the planning.
The productivity and well-being of employees is one of the most
important success factors for a company. The right light ensures the
best visual conditions, creates a motivating working atmosphere,
and serves as an attractive design medium.
Motivation
The ideal scenario involves smart lighting solutions that can be
adapted flexibly to suit different work areas and employee needs –
for example higher lighting intensity for older employees.
Profitability
Light management systems (LMS) ensure even further enhanced
lighting comfort and energy savings. Daylight sensors measure the
natural daylight level and thus regulate the lighting intensity in this
way. Motion sensors allow individual luminaires or entire lighting
groups to be shut down automatically.
Smart lighting
The combination of durable, high-efficient LED light fixtures and light
management systems (LMS) yields a high potential to save energy,
optimized by the latest IoT cloud technologies for data analyses
regardless of the location.

Human centric lighting for enhanced
well-being at the workplace:
Dynamic white light with a brightness and
light gradient based on the level of daylight
supports the natural biorhythm, increases
well-being, and thus promotes productivity.
The best light is natural light.
Tailored individually to your needs, our HCL
artificial lighting concepts come closest to
this ideal.

Key points of HCL concept design
—— Large-scale indirect lighting
—— Generation of an artificial sky
—— High vertical lighting intensity
—— Dynamic white color temperatures
—— Dynamic light management
—— Large window surfaces with optimum
light transmission
—— Highly reflective surfaces, spectrally
aselective

Fluxunit – Munich

Fluxunit – Munich

Activities:

Applications:

Planning aspects:

Product recommendation:

—— Screen work
—— Meetings
—— Concept designs
—— Creative working
—— Concentrated work

—— Office and administration buildings
—— Classrooms and training rooms
—— Meeting rooms
—— Conference rooms

—— Illumination of visual tasks
—— Glare control criteria (UGR)
—— Color rendering of luminaires
—— Control options (DALI)
—— Activating lighting concepts (HCL)
—— Daylight simulations (HCL)
—— Detection sensors (LMS)
—— LED luminaire lifespan criteria
—— LED luminaire efficiency

—— Scriptus
—— Taris
—— Apollon

Scriptus  /

Taris

Apollon

Scriptus TW (HCL)
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OSRAM GmbH

Siteco Beleuchtungstechnik GmbH
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80807 Munich, Germany
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Tel +49 89 6213-0

Tel +49 8669 33-0

Fax +49 89 6213-2020

Fax +49 8669 33-397
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www.osram.se/ls

www.osram-benelux.com

www.osram.fr/ls
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Lighting Solutions

OSRAM TEKNOLOJİLERİ TİC.A.Ş

OSRAM d.o.o.

OSRAM SpA

OSRAM Russia
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Tel +385 130 32 010

Tel +39 02 424 91
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Denmark

Tel +90 212 703 43 15
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OSRAM Lighting S.L.

United Arab Emirates

OSRAM A/S
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OSRAM Lighting Middle East FZE
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Tel +47 40 00 40 14

Tel +34 91 491 52 17
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OSRAM Oy

Poland
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Ivy Business Centre, Crown Street

Business Park Kehämylly,

OSRAM Sp. z o.o

OSRAM Lighting AG

UK – Failsworth, Manchester, M35 9BG

Vantaankoskentie 14

Al. Jerozolimskie 94

In der Au 6 | P.O. 2195

Tel +44 3300 555 209

FL – 01670 Vantaa

PL – 00-807 Warszawa
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Tel +358 9 8493 2200

Tel +48 22 376 57 00
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Customer service
Tel +49 8669 33-844
Mail: lighting.solutions@osram.com
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